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Refined luxury, alluring forms and sensory detail define Trace, the new
outdoor collection by leading Australian designer Adam Goodrum, 
incorporating a range of innovative lounge settings and accessories.



Defined by its dynamic play of materials, brave design detail and
generous upholstery, Trace is a new exploration of texture, colour
and comfort. The collection’s unique character allows a sophistication
and versatility across a range of outdoor and indoor contexts.



“Trace has an affection and sociability so evocative of the Australian outdoor 
lifestyle. Its warmth takes me back to my childhood in Perth and recent 
memories on my parent’s sun-soaked verandah. It’s that unparalleled feeling of 
contentment I wanted to capture with the collection” - Adam Goodrum



Trace Configuration Examples

Trace is a major collection for Tait, exploring new 
levels of outdoor luxury with a key focus on form 
and material. Marking Tait’s fourth collaboration 
with Adam Goodrum, Trace is influenced by the 
quintessential Australian outdoor lifestyle and 
Goodrum’s own sentiments of family gatherings.

Made by Tait in Australia



2200 x 870 x 670 H (380 seat height)

Sofa

2600 x 870 x 670 H (380 seat height, 290 Side Table height)

Corner Module (Left / Right) with fixed Side Table 

2130 x 870 x 670 H (380 seat height)

Corner Module (Left / Right)

1400 x 870 x 670 H (380 seat height)

Centre Module

Exterior-grade aluminium frame and stainless 
steel mesh.
Sustainable timber (Accoya or Cambia) / 
porcelain table tops.
Sustainable timber (Accoya or Cambia) / 
aluminium legs.
Thermoplastic feet and rubber wheel rim.

A range of premium outdoor fabrics can 
be specified for Trace’s exterior-grade 
upholstery and cushions.

Aluminium frame and legs can be selected 
in a range of UV-stable powder coat 
colours and textures.
Porcelain table tops are available in either 
marbled white or black options.

Five-year structural warranty.

Materials

Upholstery & Fabrics

Finishes

Warranty

Suitable Conditions

680 / 1230 x 300 x 1630 H

Planter

950 Dia x 290 / 390 H

Coffee Table (Round)

1270 x 655 x 290 / 390 H

Coffee Table (Rectangle)

1050 x 870 x 670 H (380 seat height)

Armchair

815 x 520 x 860 H

Drinks Trolley



With an inspired richness and depth, Goodrum’s fascination with 
generous forms, woven detail and repetitive engagement of materials 
manifests flawlessly throughout the collection.



A new classic, Trace brings an unconditional level of longevity, function 
and comfort to outdoor furniture. Aligning inspired colour palettes and 
cultivated design detail with elegant, high-performance materials, Trace 
ensures a lasting impression, just as its namesake.
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